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“All that is tragic rests on an irreconcilable antithesis. As soon as reconciliation is initiated, or
becomes possible, the tragic disappears.” (GOETHE)

Lucien Goldmann in his essay on Racine defines tragedy in relation to serious drama, he calls tragedy, “any
play in which the conflicts are necessarily insoluble”1 whilst drama is “any play in which the conflicts either
are solved or fail to be solved because of the fortuitous intervention of a factor which, according to the laws
governing the universe of the play might not have operated”2. Goldmann’s separation of tragedy from
serious drama is instructive in an analysis of Shakespeare’s so-called ‘problem plays’ because it provides
terms for viewing plays outside of the implied zero-sum game of the comedy/tragedy dichotomy. Goethe’s
citation implies that any concession in the tragic is tied to a rise in the comic, but this model does not allow
for the awkward co-existence of tragic and comic elements. This essay is interested in how Measure for
Measure, All’s Well that Ends Well and The Merchant of Venice, all entered as comedies in the 1623 Folio,
are serious dramas, but despite containing certain tragic features might never be called tragedies.

Hegel envisages the “clearest power”3 in tragedy as the conflict between state and family loyalties, which in
a play like Sophocles’ Antigone is seen to be utterly irreconcilable. The Merchant of Venice stages a number
of clashes between codes of behaviour that seem to have tragic potential. The play’s central conflict focuses
around Antonio’s bond with Shylock that during the courtroom drama of Act 4 appears to have moved to an
irreconcilable impasse that can only have a tragic outcome. In what many critics have read as a conflict
between Old Testament justice and New Testament mercy Shylock stands rigid in demanding his bond:

I stand for judgement. Answer: shall I have it?
(MoV, 4.1.102)

However, the possibility of tragedy is undermined through the comic device of the disguised female. The
arrival of Portia dressed as Bellario in the courtroom introduces the possibility of reconciliation, however,
the tragic cannot be understood to “disappear”. Rather, Shylock is substituted for Antonio as the potential
tragic hero. Nevertheless, the play denies Shylock a tragic narrative. He has his livelihood destroyed and his
individual spiritual identity undermined by forced conversion yet there is no suicide or execution to
complete his tragedy, he merely leaves the stage having uttered the three words “I am content”. These words
seem bitterly ironic, neither Shylock nor an audience is surely ‘content’ with this outcome, but as far as the
play is concerned Shylock’s narrative is complete and the drama can switch to archetypal comic mode in Act
5 with its ring play and promised marriages. The play cannot be considered tragedy because the supposedly
irreconcilable antithesis does not move the action to catastrophe, instead the audience are confronted with a
serious drama of social issues which the bawdy play of the final act cannot eradicate from our
consciousness.

Shakespeare plays with his audience’s awareness of tragedy, its particular language and tropes, to imbue
these three plays with a degree of tragic potential. All’s Well that Ends Well seems to have been first
performed around 1602 only a year after Shakespeare had presented his audience with Hamlet and the later
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play contains a number of echoes of the earlier tragedy that must surely have been fresh in the contemporary
theatre-goer’s mind. There is the generational motif of the dying warrior father king and the younger son
grappling with his own identity, the potential love affair between this prince figure and a partner from within
the court family, Paroles as the would-be Horatio figure, and the movement of the son away from the court
space. Furthermore, there are more specific verbal echoes between the plays. When Paroles remarks that
“France is a dog-hole” (2.3.275) the audience must be reminded of Hamlet’s own assertion that “Denmark’s
a prison”. Additionally, as David Hillman has pointed out in his recent lecture series Shakespeare,
Scepticism and Tragedy, corrupt marriage ritual is a common trope in Shakespearean tragedy; Othello’s
interrupted consummation and Hamlet’s incestuous union of Gertrude and Claudius are significant aspects of
the tragic worlds of their plays. And All’s Well (like Much Ado About Nothing) includes a broken marriage
ritual in Betram’s refusal to consummate his union with Helen (“I will not bed her” (2.3.272)). However, the
French court is irrefutably not as “rotten” as Elsinore and the tragic potential in All’s Well is confounded by
events. The king’s illness is cured by Helen and analogously  the use of disguise in Measure for Measure
and The Merchant of Venice a comic device, in this case the bed-trick, is constructed to move the play
towards reconciliation. The play flirts, particularly in its relationship with Hamlet, with the tragic but that the
play might ever become tragedy is unthinkable; as Harold Bloom likes to point out Bertram is “too
vacuous”4 to be a tragic hero, the code that motivates him to scorn Helen is born of misguided arrogance
rather than true class irreconcilability, thus reconciliation seems to remain a possibility throughout the play
and the movement from broken wedding to solid union, using Goldmann’s terms, solves the play’s conflict.

The Merchant of Venice, which predates Hamlet, plays more seriously with the possibility of the tragic.
Indeed, the opening speech of the play delivered by Antonio might seem to anticipate tragedy:

In sooth, I know not why I am so sad.
It wearies me, you say it wearies you;
But how I caught it, found it, or came by it,
What stuff’ tis made of, whereof it is born,
I am to learn.

(MoV, 1.1.1-5)

There is a pervading sense of melancholy in the merchant’s words that pre-empts the uneasy words of
Francisco during the exposition of Hamlet, “Tis bitter cold/ And I am sick at heart” (1.1.8-9) and in
Antonio’s assertion that he will learn the root of his unhappiness the speech anticipates anagnorisis.
Nevertheless, the first two acts of the play take on a comic trajectory that culminates in Bassanio’s victory in
Portia’s casket games. However, within this generally comic movement Shakespeare plants seeds of tragic
potential that might be understood in Hegelian terms as a series of antithetical incompatible codes; there is
Portia’s individual desires set against a system of posthumous patriarchal control, the notion that Jessica
must contravene religious and family codes in order to pursue marriage with Lorenzo, and, possibly,
Antonio’s impossible homosexual desire for Bassanio. This tragic potential threatens to erupt at the start of
Act 3 when news arrives of the wrecks of Antonio’s ships. At the highly optimistic moment of Bassanio’s
winning of Portia a messenger figure arrives brining news of the possibility of tragedy. However, as has
been discussed earlier, the tragedy is diffused in the courtroom. Or is it? If the play stages a number of
antithesis they cannot all be seen to be reconciled. A.D. Nuttall in his recently published book Shakespeare
the Thinker offers a convincing queer reading of the play that focuses on Antonio’s unfulfilled desire. The
merchant may have kept his pound of flesh, but he is unable to satisfy his desire for Bassanio. Although,
Nuttall doesn’t mention it himself, this element of the plot strikes me as the richest in terms of tragic
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potential for Antonio’s homosexual desire is utterly incompatible with Bassanio’s sexuality, Antonio can
never hope to fulfil his longing and instead must be ironically content to help his friend win Portia.
However, this sexual irreconcilability is never made explicit in the play so it may not become tragedy, yet,
the audience might be left with the feeling at the conclusion of the action that Antonio is “content” in the
same way that Shylock is (or is not). The Goethe citation asserts that tragedy relies on a singular
irreconcilable antithesis, The Merchant of Venice in fact offers a superabundance of antithetical possibility
such that a single conflict cannot monopolize the attention of the play, it is this feature that assures the play
is a serious drama about issues but never tragedy.

Now, if I might tie together some of these ideas concerning tragic possibility to consider Measure for
Measure and move towards some conclusions about the relations Shakespeare’s problem plays have to
tragedy.

The play, like The Merchant of Venice, stages a crux between the tragic and the comic at the start of Act 3.
However, in Measure for Measure the tone of the first two acts has been overwhelmingly serious with the
possibility of tragedy foregrounded by Angelo’s seemingly irreconcilable ultimatum to Isabella. Yet, within
the opening four lines of the act the word “hope” is uttered three times:

Duke: So then you hope of pardon from Lord Angelo?
Claudio: The miserable have no other medicine

But only hope.
I have hope to live, and am prepared to die.

(MforM, 3.1.1-4)

With this emphasis on hope the possibility of reconciliation is floated but is still subject to a conflict that is
beyond Claudio’s agency.

The dominating potentially irreconcilable antithesis of the play is Isabella’s refusal to compromise her
virginity in order to submit to Angelo and ensure her brother avoids execution. Like the pound of flesh
ultimatum in The Merchant of Venice the impasse is a matter of life and death and is therefore potentially
genuinely tragic. Furthermore, the audience are conscious of the rigidity of the law which is another
common tragic element. There seems to be little room for compromise during the exchange between Angelo
and Isabella in which the deal is offered:

Angelo: Then must your brother die.
Isabella: And ‘twere the cheaper way;

Better it were a brother died at once,
Than that a sister by redeeming him
Should die for ever.

(MforM, 2.4.105-109)

The inverted syntax of Angelo’s line forces emphasis onto ‘must’ confirming the all-or-nothing nature of
Isabella’s dilemma. However, she will not be cowed by his blackmail and stands firm to her own moral code
that she will not contravene even to save her brother. Claudio’s death seems to be the inevitable tragic result
of this irreconcilable antithesis. However, Measure for Measure’s tragic potential is tempered by the
presence of the Duke who, whilst in disguise, is a representative of the comic universe. Shakespeare’s
dramaturgy constructs a tension therefore between tragedy and comedy as a staged authority figure using a
comic device observes the tragic movement of the plot. The possibility of reconciliation is centred in the



figure of the Duke and his presence therefore to a certain extent negates tragedy. This comes to fruition in
Act 5 of the play when the Duke unveils himself, is reinstated as the primary authority figure and imposes
reconciliation. This imposed ‘happy’ ending is intentionally problematic, conflicts are both solved and left
unresolved (which allows the play to fulfil Goldmann’s definition of serious drama as opposed to tragedy)
and the climax seems too rapid to be satisfactory, a topic on which so much critical ink has been spilled.
Bloom argues that the play is utterly nihilistic, “a comedy that destroys comedy”5, but might it be equally
valid to understand the play as ‘ a comedy that resists tragedy’ in that a comic device and reconciliation
undermine the tragic potential but cannot eradicate a sense of uneasiness towards the conclusion that makes
the play serious.

A general problem with grafting notions such as “irreconcilable antithesis” on to Shakespeare’s plays is that
they assume that codes of behaviour might have existed for Shakespeare in the same way that they did for
the Greek tragedians. This Hegelian notion of opposition is broken down in Shakespeare by the increasing
importance of the individual. Tillyard observes that the problem plays and Measure for Measure in
particular demonstrate “an acute interest in observing and recording the details of human nature”6 suggesting
that we are dealing with conflicts between individual constructs rather than representatives of incompatible
codes. This is true to an extent, but investigation of broader social issues clearly have their place in the
problem plays, Nuttall writes of Measure for Measure, “ [it] is his most daring essay on the relation between
ethics and theology”7 and he is right to emphasize the plays interest in issue. One of the key reasons why the
problem plays are problematic is because they are not only interested in plot and character, they also engage
in debate concerning social, moral, ethical, religious and theological issues, to be either tragic or comic is not
necessarily a dominating concern.

Goethe’s analysis of tragedy represents a zero-sum assumption that assumes a binary link between tragedy
and comedy. Shakespeare’s problem plays resist such a reading as reconciliation does not fully eradicate the
tragic. Goldmann’s analysis allows us to read the plays as serious dramas, not forcing us to call them
comedies simply because they most certainly are not tragedies.
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